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C41PPN5 NATIVE®5 LIGHTWEIGHT PINK
and

GUARDIANS OF THE RIBBON
MSRP: $149.95
OVERALL: 6.95in 177mm
BLADE: 2.95in 75mm
EDGE: 2.42in 61mm
WEIGHT: 2.5oz 71g
GRIND: Full-Flat
ORIGIN: USA
The latest addition to Spyderco’s family of pink-handled knives is the Native 5
Lightweight. This eye-catching folder offers the same high-performance reliability as
our standard Native 5 Lightweight, but with the added benefit of an eye-catching pink
handle.
Spyderco’s pink-handled knives are much more than a novelty or a feminine fashion
statement. These brightly colored versions of some of our most popular lightweight
models also provide a constant reminder of the brave women currently battling all
forms of cancer and help support them in that fight.
Spyderco is very proud to support Guardians of the Ribbon/Pink Heals Tour and the
"Cares Enough to Wear Pink" programs by donating a portion of the sales of our pinkhandled knives to this amazing organization. Founded in 2007 by retired firefighter
Dave Graybill, this incredible charity focuses on providing direct care to women
battling all forms of cancer. The Pink Heals Movement, best known for its fleet of pink
fire trucks and police cars, tours the U.S. visiting women and children cancer patients,
determining their most critical needs, and coordinating local resources to meet those
needs. Pink Heals also recruits the support of tax-based services and community leaders
to ensure continued support of women battling cancer by the donations staying local to
the community it was raised in. Most importantly, Pink Heals applies 100% of all the
donations they receive to direct care for the women it serves, providing immediate,
tangible support to those who need it most. All the charity’s operating expenses are
paid for by sales of pink shirts bearing their organizational logo. These shirts are also
the foundation of the "Cares Enough to Wear Pink" campaign—a national campaign
intended to increase the focus on women as one of the world’s most precious
resources.
Spyderco is honored to support the Guardians of the Ribbon/Pink Heals Tour and the
women it serves. To learn more about its extraordinary programs and other ways you
can help support their efforts, please visit www.pinkfiretrucks.org.

SPYDERCO EXCLUSIVES
A Spyderco Exclusive is a special and highly collectible breed of knife produced for a
qualifying wholesale customer or cooperatively between a wholesale customer and
Spyderco’s Factory Outlet Store. Exclusives are basically variations of our standard
models manufactured in a configuration different than what has been previously
produced. They may have a special blade steel or finish, a unique handle color, or a
combination of distinctive features, but no matter what form they take, they are unique
to that customer. The production of Exclusive models is closely controlled and formally
contracted with qualifying wholesalers. After the initial production run, those customers
reserve the right to reorder Exclusive knives as long as their contract remains in effect.
Once contractual obligations have been fulfilled, Spyderco reserves the right to
reproduce the item if we choose.
Currently a number of Spyderco wholesalers are offering unique variations of some of our
most sought-after models:
Para Military™ 2 with orange G-10 scales and a CTS® XHP PlainEdge blade with a black
Diamond Like Carbon (DLC) coating – Available from Cutlery Shoppe at
www.cutleryshoppe.com.
Tenacious™ with brown G-10 scales and either a satin-finished or black-oxide-coated
8Cr13MoV blade. PlainEdge versions available now, with CombinationEdge versions
coming soon– Available exclusively through Blue Ridge Knives and their dealers. For more
information visit www.blueridgeknives.com.
Tenacious with blue G-10 handles and satin-finished 8Cr13MoV PlainEdge blade –
Available exclusively through JB Outman and their dealers. For more information
visit www.JBOutman.com.
Persistence™ with blue G-10 handles and satin-finished 8Cr13MoV PlainEdge blade –
Available exclusively through JB Outman and their dealers. For more information
visit www.JBOutman.com.
Native® 5 Lightweight with maroon FRN handle and PlainEdge CPM S90V blade –
Spyderco’s 2015 Forum Knife with laser-engraved blade, available exclusively at
www.spyderco.com.
MT20 Mule Team with CTS B70P blade – A member of Spyderco’s limited-edition Mule
Team series, available while supplies last exclusively at www.spyderco.com.
MT21 Mule Team with CPM 4V blade – A member of Spyderco’s limited-edition Mule Team
series, available while supplies last exclusively at www.spyderco.com.
Swick™ 4 with PlainEdge CPM S30V blade and Boltaron™ sheath with G-Clip™ - Available
while supplies last exclusively at www.spyderco.com.
Catcherman™ Salt™ with “Toxic Green” FRN handle, integral pocket clip, and
CombinationEdge™ H-1® blade with titanium carbonitride coating – Produced exclusively
for the Usual Suspects Network (USN) forum and available while supplies last at
www.spyderco.com.
Ladybug™ Hawkbill Salt with “Toxic Green” FRN handle and either a PlainEdge or
SpyderEdge™ H-1 blade with titanium carbonitride coating – Produced exclusively for the
Usual Suspects Network (USN) forum and available while supplies last at
www.spyderco.com.
Domino with blue G-10 scales and CTS 204P PlainEdge blade – Available exclusively
through Bento Box Shop at www.bentoboxshop.com.
Lil’ Matriarch with dark blue FRN handle and VG-10 PlainEdge blade – Available
exclusively through Bento Box Shop at www.bentoboxshop.com.
Para Military 2 with foliage green G-10 scales and PlainEdge Elmax® blade – Available
exclusively through Bento Box Shop at www.bentoboxshop.com.
Para Military 2 with brown G-10 scales and PlainEdge CPM S35VN blade – Available
exclusively through Moteng and their dealers. For more information visit
www.moteng.com.

SPYDERCO FACTORY SECONDS SALE!
Spyderco maintains extremely high standards on all our knives and inspects them
religiously to ensure that every knife we ship is as good as it can possibly be. Although
this process keeps our quality standards high, it also results in a number of knives that
are 100% mechanically sound and completely functional, but have a minor aesthetic
flaw that keeps them from “making the grade.” These knives are identified as
“seconds,” marked with a small notch on the spine of the blade, and then sold at a
fraction of their retail value at Spyderco’s annual Factory Seconds Sale.
One of the most eagerly anticipated events in the knife industry, our Seconds Sale has
become a pilgrimage for many dedicated Spyderco fans that travel great distances to
share in the fun and the bargains. Some die-hard fans even camp out the night before,
braving the sometimes harsh Colorado weather to get first dibs on our selection of
seconds—and serious bragging rights on their haul after the sale.
This year’s Spyderco Seconds Sale will be held on Saturday, November 21 from 8:00 am
to 5:00 pm at Spyderco’s headquarters, 820 Spyderco Way, Golden, Colorado 80403.
You know you want to be there. Start planning now and join the fun!
Follow us on these social media sites:
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